Exact and soliton type solutions have great importance in propagation of surface waves, fluid dynamics, optics, and many other fields of nonlinear sciences. In this study, the explicit and exact soliton type solutions for two space-time fractional EqualWidth (FEW) equations with conformable derivative are procured via the hyperbolic function approach. The wave type solutions are represented in some hyperbolic and trigonometric functions.
Introduction
A very long while back, more general types of differential equations were represented as fractional differential equations. Different phenomena in numerous natural, physical and social science fields are demonstrated by those equations [1] . The renderings of broadcasting, diffusive convection, Fokker-Plank type, growth, and other differential equations are extended by utilizing fractional derivatives [2] . The study of fractional calculus and the fractional differential equations has obtained great interest for researchers in the field of nonlinear sciences [3] [4] [5] . Many definitions of fractional derivatives, Like Hilfer, RiemannLiouville, Caputo form and so on, have been introduced in the literature [6] [7] [8] , but the most fascinating definition and the geometrical explanation for complex fractional transform and fractional derivative are given in [9] [10] [11] . The regularized long wave (RLW) equation is an alternative description of non-linear dispersive waves to the more usual Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation. It has solitary wave solutions of a rather general type [12, 13] . A less well-known alternative, suggested by Morrison et al. [14] to use as a model PDE for the simulation of one-dimensional wave propagation in nonlinear media with dispersion processes, is called equal width equation (EWE) which also has solitary wave solutions, but of a less general type. Due to having analytical solutions, the EWE also attracts many researchers studying numerical techniques for nonlinear initial boundary value problems defined with PDEs [15] [16] [17] [18] . Various analytical methods have been presented in the literature to explore exact solutions to nonlinear PDEs [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Furthermore, some other excellent works like the expansion method based on Sine-Gordon equation [25] , the method of projective Riccati [26] , the generalized Kudryashov method [27, 28] , a modified form of Kudryashov and functional variable methods [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] have been done by different researchers. In [34] [35] [36] , the auxiliary equation, the extended tanh-function, the improved tan(
2 )-expansion methods and the exp function approach have been explored for discrete and fractional order PDEs as well. In particular, Ali and Hassan, Hosseini et al., Zayed and Al-Nowehy all have utilized the exp a function method in [37] [38] [39] [40] respectively. Furthermore, the hyperbolic function approach has been explored in [39, 41, 42] to procure exact solutions of nonlinear PDEs. This paper aims to explore the hyperbolic function approach to generate new explicit soliton type solutions for the space-time FEW equations [13, 14, 43] defined with conformable derivative and using the compatible traveling wave transformation. The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents a brief description of the conformable derivative and the hyperbolic function approach. Section 3 illustrate how to utilize the hyperbolic function approach for producing new explicit exact solutions for space-time FEW equations. The latter part summarizes results of the current study.
Conformable fractional derivatives and the method of solutions
Recall the definition of the conformable fractional derivative with some of its properties. Definition 1 Suppose h : R + → R be a function. Then, for all t > 0,
is known as the conformable fractional derivative of h of order γ, 0 < γ ≤ 1. Some useful properties are being listed as follows:
Let h : R + → R be a differentiable and γ-differentiable function, g be a differentiable function defined in the range of h.
On the top of that, the following rules hold.
A transitory explanation of hyperbolic function method
The present subsection provides a brief explanation for hyperbolic function method [41, 42] in engendering new exact solutions to nonlinear conformable space-time FEW and modified FEW equations. For this purpose, suppose that a nonlinear conformable space-time FDE that can be presented in the form
The FDE defined in Eq. (1) can be changed into the following nonlinear ODE of integer order
with the use of following transformation
where k, l are nonzero arbitrary constants. Let us try to search a non-trivial solution to the Eq.(2) in the following form
where w is some specific functions. By calculating the positive integer N , setting the Eq.(4) in Eq. (2), and comparing the coefficients, we will find a set of nonlinear algebraic equations whose solution, finally provides explicit exact solutions of the Eq.(1). It is worth mentioning that using the separation of variables techniques from dω dξ = sinh(ω) we find sinh(ω) = − csc(ξ) and cosh(ω) = − coth(ξ). Likewise, it is obvious that from dw dξ = cosh(ω), we find sinh(ω) = − cot(ξ) and cosh(ω) = csc(ξ). Accordingly, the solution (4) can be rewritten as
and
3 Explicit exact solutions for space-time fractional modified EW equation
Consider the following space-time fractional modified EW equation [43, 44] , for finding its exact solutions via hyperbolic function approach.
Taking the transformation (3) and integrating once w.r.t. ξ, we get
Setting the constant of integration equals to zero and balance the terms U and U 3 , gives N = 1, the nontrivial solution 5(a) reduces to:
Case-1:
dω dξ = sinh(ω) By setting the above non-trivial solution in reduced equation Eq.(6) and equating the coefficients to zero in the resultant equation, a nonlinear algebraic set of equations is obtained which its solution yields the following new exact solutions to the conformable space-time fractional modified EW equation
Case − 1.4 :
Case-2:
dω dξ = cosh(ω) and for N = 1, a set of nonlinear equations is obtained and whose solution yields Case − 2.1 :
Case − 2.2 :
Case − 2.3 :
Case − 2.4 :
Numerical simulation for solutions of space-time fractional modified EWE
The obtained solutions of Eq. (5) 
Exact solutions for space-time FEW equation
Consider the conformable space-time fractional EW Equation as follows [43, 44] .
Taking the transformation (3) as ξ = k
γ , and integrating w.r.t. ξ, we get
Through balancing the terms U and U 2 , it is easy to select N = 2, and the non-trivial solution (5(a)) becomes
dω dξ = sinh(ω) By setting the above non-trivial solution in reduced equation Eq. (25) and equating the coefficients to zero in the resultant equation, a set of nonlinear algebraic equations is obtained and whose solution yields the following new exact solutions to conformable space-time FEW equation that can be written as
dω dξ = cosh(ω) and for N = 2, a set of nonlinear equations is obtained as which its solution yields the following new exact solutions to conformable space-time FEW equation that can be written as
Remark. If u(x, t) = v(x, t) + 1 and = 1 2 , then the space-time fractional EWE becomes space-time fractional BBM equation [45] . Therefore, we can easily obtain the explicit exact solution of the said equation with the help of given solutions of space-time fractional EWE.
Numerical simulation for solutions of space-time FEW equation
The numerical simulation for solutions of Eq. (24) is given here for different γ-values corresponding to = 1 = l, and δ = 2. Case-I: The two solutions given in Eq. (29) 
Conclusion
The study explored a wide range of new explicit and exact soliton type solutions for conformable space-time fractional EW and modified EW equations via hyperbolic function approach. The solutions are constructed in various forms including hyperbolic and trigonometric functions or both. Many of the solutions are of the multi wave solutions due to its functional structure as some solutions are of the complex wave forms. These solutions are verified by inserting back in the original equations with the aid of symbolic computation in Mathematica. Furthermore, the numerical simulation of some solutions has been left for the reader to visualize them.
